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TEGNA FUNNNELS CRIME REPORTING INTO PODCASTS
NEWS ARCHIVE SOURCE OF NEW PROGRAMMING
The race to create new OTT programming continues, but
for one local television group the gameplan isn’t purely
video-focused. Instead, it’s making an audio play.
Tegna has launched Vault Studios, its first-ever digital
content studio with its first effort geared toward developing
podcasts. The owner of 51 television stations in 43 U.S.
cities has watched the podcast business blossom and
believes the news-gathering efforts by its local stations form
a ready-made pipeline for new show ideas.
“We saw the convergence of trends,” said
Adam Ostrow, Tegna’s chief digital officer.
“Obviously, podcasting has been growing
quite a bit over the past few years. And one of the most
popular categories is true crime. So when we thought about
what Tegna does well — the thinking was, ‘Can we tap
into our true crime archive and create original true crime
programming starting as podcasts?’”
Ostrow said the top 50 list on Apple Podcasts reveals
that about a third of the ranked shows are from the true
crime genre. Plus on television, networks like Discovery ID
have found an audience by focusing on true crime stories.
Tegna released its first podcast last spring when it
published Bomber. It tells the story of how law enforcement
hunted down the 2018 Austin serial bomber and brought
19 days of terror to a sudden, cataclysmic end. Tegna has
followed up with True Crime Chronicles, a weekly podcast
that showcases a story from a different Tegna market each
week. And this month Minneapolis-St. Paul’s KARE-TV
began publishing the 88 Days podcast. It tells the story of
the 2018 murder of couple in a small Wisconsin town and
the 88-day disappearance of their daughter, Jayme Closs.
By year-end the company expects Vault Studios will release
as many as seven shows.
Ostrow said it’s early to talk about downloads but that
the shows have typically had “hundreds of thousands” of
listens. He said 88 Days is “doing phenomenally well,”
having cracked Apple Podcasts’ top 10 list.
As expected, Tegna is using its local TV stations to promote
the podcasts. When True Crime Chronicles had an episode
that focused on the notorious Icebox Murders in Houston,
Tegna’s KHOU-TV tapped anchor-reporter Grace White,
who followed the case for years. The result was the most
listened-to True Crime Chronicles episode to date.
The Interactive Advertising Bureau forecasts podcast
industry billings will top $1 billion by 2021. Despite that
growing revenue opportunity, Tegna is not yet monetizing
the shows it’s developing. Instead, Ostrow said, they’re
focused on creating shows and building an audience.
“Podcast advertising is growing significantly, [and] we’re
just in the early stages of establishing scale,” he said.
“Relatively soon we’ll start to look at monetization.” Because
of the national appeal of podcasts, he expects the focus will
(Continued on Page 3)

ADVERTISER NEWS
Walmart yesterday reported second-quarter earnings
that topped expectations and raised its outlook for the full
year, building on the momentum in its core U.S. business,
online operations and investments in grocery. CNBC says
it marked the 20th consecutive quarter of sales gains in
the U.S. for Walmart and its 19th quarter of traffic growth
on its home turf. For the quarter ended July 31, the
company posted adjusted earnings per share of $1.27, a
nickel better than analyst data compiled by
Refinitiv. Revenue was $130.38 billion,
beating expectations for $130.11 billion.
Same-store sales were up 2.8 percent,
also beating estimates... Amazon is opening its newest
brick-and-mortar 4-star store on the ground floor of the
e-commerce giant’s new Seattle office tower, The Seattle
Times reports. The store stocks about 2,000 products that
are new, trending or whose Amazon reviews average at
least four stars... A growing number of retailers, including
Walmart-owned Sam’s Club and Giant Eagle in the U.S.
and Tesco and Carrefour in Europe, are experimenting
with artificial intelligence systems that would let them create
cashierless models similar to Amazon Go stores. That’s
according to The Wall Street Journal, which reports Sam’s
Club plans to launch the feature at a small-format Dallas
store this month... Applebee’s parent Dine Brands Global
has selected DoorDash as its national delivery partner,
offering DoorDash delivery from 1,300 of its approximately
1,700 U.S. locations. Nation’s Restaurant News says
the deal, which doesn’t require Applebee’s to stop using
other delivery apps, lets the restaurant chain keep control
of customer data and requires customers to pay a service
fee, which keeps profitability on a par with dine-in guests...
Macy’s and J.C. Penney have both joined with resale
marketplace ThredUp to launch sales of secondhand
fashions in some of their stores. CNBC reports Macy’s is
also working with CaaStle to launch a subscription service
at Bloomingdale’s, with an eye on creating a similar
service at Macy’s in the future... Business Insider, citing
research from inMarket, reports customer foot traffic to
Kohl’s stores has risen nearly 24 percent in the first three
weeks since the retailer began accepting returns at all its
locations for purchases made on Amazon.com... Shares
of cosmetics company Revlon jumped more than 7 percent
yesterday after Bloomberg reported that it was retaining
advisors from Goldman Sachs to consider a potential sale
of parts or all of its business. A deal has not been reached,
but Revlon is exploring all its options, a person familiar with
the matter said. Earlier this month, the company received a
$200 million four-year senior secured loan to help fund its
business... Francesca’s has finished a review of strategic
alternatives and decided “at this time” to go it alone, focusing
on its current turnaround plan, according to a press release.
In announcing the review in January, the women’s apparel
retailer said it was considering a possible sale.

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
A new firefighter will be joining the ranks on the upcoming
Account Executive: Discover the limitless opportunities
third season of Fox’s hit first-responders drama series 9-1-1. of selling a true Legacy station based right out of the capital
Deadline reports WWE star Ronda Rousey will play Lena city of Jackson, Miss. All backed by the
Bosko, a stoic and fearless member of the Los Angeles largest broadcasting family in the nation. If
Fire Department Station 136 who leaps into action to save you are the type of salesperson who thrives
lives when a disaster hits. The procedural explores the when backed with industry-leading tools,
high-pressure experiences of police officers, firefighters and leads and support, you will find unmatched
dispatchers. Angela Bassett, Peter Krause and Jennifer growth opportunities with WJTV CBS and
Love Hewitt star, with Oliver Stark, Aisha Hinds, Kenneth CW for Central Mississippi and Nexstar Broadcasting Inc.
Choi, Rockmond Dunbar and Ryan Guzman in series- Please CLICK HERE for more info or to apply today. EOE.
regular roles. The third season of 9-1-1
WMSN-TV, Fox 47, a Sinclair
premieres at 8 PM Monday, Sept. 23...
Broadcasting station located in Madison,
After more than 8,100 episodes and
Wis., is seeking an enterprising and
When I see professional
32 years on the air, The Bold and the
results-driven General Sales Manager.
clowns, mimes or people who
Beautiful finally snared first place in the
The GSM must be a strong leader,
makes ballon animals, I think
key soap opera demographic. For the
have excellent interpersonal skills, be a
of their relatives and how
week ending Aug. 9, the CBS daytimer
creative thinker and have a willingness
disappointed they must be.
hit a 0.9 among women 25-54, beating
to learn. Minimum of five (5) years’
longtime No. 1 and sister show The
experience in local broadcast sales
Young and the Restless’ 0.8 result. In
management, with the proven ability
Jimmy Fallon
terms of sheer audience, that’s 530,000
to grow new and existing customers in
for B&B to 507,000 for Y&R. B&B also
both broadcast and digital sales. CLICK
came in first place among women 18-49 for the second week HERE for more information or to apply now.
in a row... Fox has given a script commitment plus penalty to
WSOC-TV, the Cox Media Group Television Station in
Go West, a period drama from Friday Night Lights alumna Charlotte, N.C., seeks a motivated and passionate Local
Bridget Carpenter. It’s a stylized Western chronicling the Account Executive eager to WIN while representing
ultimate American road trip in the pre-Civil War era of the Charlotte’s top station. June 27, 2018: US News and
1850s. An eclectic group of people from different cultures and World Report lists Charlotte as No. 22 on the list of top
backgrounds find themselves on an epic quest for freedom, 50 best places to live in America, based on quality of life,
gold and the American dream in California... Staying with job market, value and desirability. The AE is responsible for
Fox: The network has landed drama The Twelve, with a put generating media revenues for Cox Media Group Charlotte
pilot commitment. The project, written by Amanda Green, and its entities to meet or exceed predetermined goals.
is a character-driven legal drama that examines one high- CLICK HERE for more info or to apply now.
stakes case each season through the unique perspectives
WAFB, the CBS affiliate in Baton Rouge, La., is looking
and prejudices of the twelve jurors. As the courtroom for a Creative Services Manager. The creative services
narrative unfolds, the jurors’ secrets come to light and their team is responsible for commercial production, marketing,
lives unravel, ensnaring the twelve in messy personal and branding and station partnerships for WAFB and WBXH.
professional consequences. The Twelve asks the complex The ideal candidate must have a track record of helping
and provocative question: who are we to judge?
clients build their brand and strengthen commercial
messages through quality television and digital production/
CBS EYES ‘VIBRANT’ NFL AD MARKET THIS YEAR
messaging. If you are a leader who is creative, organized,
With the National Football League season just a few weeks driven and wants to be part of a talented, winning team,
away, executives at CBS say the sport remains resilient to we’d like to hear from you. CLICK HERE to apply now.
outside pressure, with advertisers still eager to reach the EOE.
wide swath of viewers that tune in to live games each week,
The Hollywood Reporter says.
See your ad here Monday! CLICK HERE for details.
“The marketplace is very vibrant right now,” CBS Sports
chairman Sean McManus told reporters earlier this week at THIS AND THAT
an NFL on CBS media day in New York. “We have more to
Boosted by a big 33 percent increase in digital sales,
sell this year because we have that extra divisional playoff iHeartMedia reported revenue of $913.3 million for the
game.”
second quarter, up 2.4 percent year-over-year. Inside
Jo Ann Ross, president and chief advertising revenue Radio says revenues grew 3.9 percent, excluding political.
officer for CBS, says NFL CPM pricing is up mid-to-high The company reaffirmed full-year 2019 revenue growth in
single digits from last year, with insurance and “digital native” the low single digits... Some groups of Americans value
companies like Google, Facebook and Netflix accounting local news more than others, Pew Research says: People
for the strongest categories. The company bundled some over 50, black Americans, and Americans with a high school
NFL ad sales into its upfront, though Ross said that business education or less are more likely than other groups to say
remains strong even now that the upfront has closed.
that they follow local news “very closely,” and they prefer
While Fox will broadcast the next Super Bowl on Feb. 2, getting that news from TV rather than online, according to
2020, CBS will get the game in 2021, giving it two Super Pew’s research. People under 50, meanwhile, are also less
Bowls in three years.
likely to pay for local news.
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U.S. RETAIL SALES UP STRONGLY IN JULY
TEGNA TURNS CRIME REPORTING INTO PODCASTS
Americans spent more at retail stores and restaurants in (Continued from Page 1)
July, a sign that concerns over weakening economic growth be on pitching the audio content to national advertisers rather
and a persistent trade war that have roiled financial markets than local TV reps including podcasts in their packages.
have yet to dampen consumer confidence.
Tegna CEO Dave Lougee, said to be a fan of podcasting,
The Associated Press reports retail sales rose a healthy also sees the audio initiative being monetized beyond
0.7 percent last month after a 0.3 percent gain in June, the traditional advertising. On a recent conference call with
Commerce Department said yesterday. Online retailers, analysts, Lougee said sprouting digital video networks are
grocery stores, clothing retailers and electronics and on the hunt for new reality-based programming. “We’re sitting
appliance stores all reported strong gains.
on that library of IP content,” he said. He believes Tegna
Consumer spending, the primary driver of the U.S. itself could use the stories it is uncovering to create a video
economy, appears healthy even as
production business that could produce
other sectors of the economy, such as
and sell those shows.
business investment, have weakened
“We’re planning to take advantage
You can’t just ask customers
amid growing uncertainty over the U.S.of the fact that you’re going to have a
what they want and then try
China trade conflict. Job growth is steady,
nuclear war for scripted programming
to give that to them. By the
the unemployment rate is near a 50-year
between Netflix, Disney’s new service,
time you get it built, they’ll
low, and wages are rising modestly, which
and AT&T’s new direct-to-consumer
want something new.
bolsters Americans’ spending power.
service,” he predicted.
Sales in a category that’s mostly made
Tegna’s focus remains on the true
up of online retailers jumped 2.8 percent
crime
genre, although executives said
Steve Jobs
last month, the largest increase since
they’re open to other types of stories.
January. That figure was likely boosted
Will Johnson, executive producer for
by Amazon’s Prime Day sale for its members on July 15. podcasts at Tegna, said the company has received hundreds
Online sales have soared 16 percent in the past 12 months, of story ideas from local stations. “At no level has it been a
compared to a 3.4 percent rise for overall retail sales.
hard sell with the popularity of where podcasts are right now,”
Even department stores reported solid sales increases he explained. “The people in this company are covering
despite Wednesday’s anemic earnings report by Macy’s. cases on a daily basis, sometimes for weeks on end, and
Yet department store sales have declined over the past they’d like to bring these stories to life in a new and different
year. And Walmart, the world’s largest retailer, reported way.”
sales gains, lifted in part by brisk online grocery deliveries.
Worries about a recession that would end the 10-year ACCOUNT ACTIONS
U.S. recovery, the longest on record, have grown as the
Pharmaceutical giant Novartis has selected incumbent
U.S. trade war with China has intensified. Companies cut Starcom as its global media planning and buying agency,
back on spending in the April-June quarter, contributing to Campaign US reports. The Publicis Media agency pitched
a slowdown in annual growth from 3.1 percent in the first for the business with data marketing company Epsilon, which
quarter to 2.1 percent in the second.
Publicis Groupe completed acquiring last month. Billings on
the Novartis media business are about $550 million globally...
ANALYSIS: WALMART THE ONLINE GROCERY KING Papa John’s has named Camp + King as its creative AOR
Walmart dominates the U.S. online grocery market, as the company gears up to launch a new campaign featuring
according to new research from analysts at Second Shaquille O’Neal, Campaign US reports. Camp + King will
Measure. The retail giant, which operates in nearly every take on creative and strategic responsibilities across Papa
U.S. state, had 62 percent more customers in June than John’s brand marketing channels immediately.
its nearest competitor, Instacart, which also operates
nationwide.
WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
Following Walmart and Instacart in the rankings,
Supermarket News reports, are Amazon Prime Now,
AmazonFresh, Shipt, FreshDirect and Peapod. Of these
companies, Walmart, Instacart, Amazon Prime Now and
Peapod all offer both grocery pickup and delivery; Shipt and
FreshDirect offer only delivery; and AmazonFresh offers
delivery, plus pickup in Seattle.
Currently, about 2,450 of Walmart’s U.S. stores provide
free grocery pickup, and 1,000 offer same-day delivery. By
the end of 2019, the company plans to have grocery pickup
available from 3,100 stores and same-day delivery from
1,600 stores, covering approximately 80 percent and 50
percent of the U.S. population, respectively.
In addition, the retailer is piloting a number of initiatives this
year including self-driving delivery vehicles, bringing grocery
deliveries into shoppers’ homes and opening fulfillment
facilities strictly dedicated to grocery pickup and delivery.
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